FIRST OVER EVEREST
of efficiency, the men would have to live on the spot, at the
main aerodrome at Lalbalu, with its excellent landing surface,
ten miles away. Accordingly, the three hangars for the small
and large aircraft, lent by the Royal Air Force, were erected
there, and tasks allotted.
The daily routine at head-quarters began with chota hazri or
early tea at 5.15 a.m. Mr. S. N. Gupta, the meteorologist,
arrived about six, with the full weather report in his pocket, a
forecast of which had been submitted the previous night. If
the advance reading was favourable, Fellowes had, on most
occasions, already left to carry out an aerial reconnaissance in
the Puss Moth. On the actual morning of the first flight over
Everest, Gupta sent up a balloon in an endeavour to secure a
definite indication of die wind at the working height required,
and succeeded in confirming the report of the previous night.
This, and the result of Fellowes' reconnaissance, decided that
memorable day.
Breakfast followed the morning meteorological discussion.
Those going to the aerodrome would leave at 7.30, and most
mornings would be spent preparing in different ways for the
star flight, foremost in the minds of everyone, or in fitting up
and employing various cameras, and scientific instruments.
Despite delays and postponements, due to variable weather
conditions, life at the aerodrome seldom had its idle moments
and hardly ever a dull one. The road from the bungalow to
the aerodrome, making leisurely in the general direction of
Darjeeling, treed and dusty, proved a most popular highway
abounding in human, animal and vegetable interest. Jute,
sugar-cane, and grass-fields cover the tracts of surrounding
country, punctuated by little straying villages, gleaming pools
like hollow eyes and trickling water-courses. Owing to the
abundant supply of water, no falling off in the numbers of
birds or animals occurs, except during the extreme midday
heat when one and all seek out the shade of thickets and the
denser fastnesses of prickly scrub and jungle.
Every day we motored out to the aerodrome, passing over
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